
THE LANDSCAPE OF THE LOWER AND 
MIDDLE OFANTO VALLEY AND TAVOLIERE 

The idea of hidden landscape in many projects 
and investigations into contemporary architec
ture is linked, largely, although often not stated,· 
to the romantic heritage that the phrase implici
tly contains concerning the relationship of the 
visual and sentimental with nature: a meaning 
that has led to the formation of an independent 
discipline that studies the relationship between 
man and the environment in its essentially 
aesthetic features , in the wake of the pictur
esque tradition transmitted from landscape 
architecture. 
It is necessary to state that the following inve
stigation proposed here , regarding some 
aspects of the Apulian landscape, carried out 
during the courses on Typological and 
Morphological Characteristics of Architecture 
conducted by Prof. Giuseppe Strappa, is based 
on a particular meaning attributed to the term 
"landscape", understood as the shape of the 
territory, in other words, the visible aspect of 
that structure of relationships that combines the 
various physical results of the process of anth
ropisation of the ground in the most general 
idea of the territorial organism. More than 
representation , the proposed study is the result 
of the individualisation of the visible features of 
the study area in question (lower and middle 
Ofanto valley and Tavoliere) read in terms of 
their historical creation , with the conviction that 
only with the understanding of the formation 
processes of built reality lies the possibility to 
elaborate consistent instruments of intervention 
and protection. 

Study objectives and instruments 

The lower and middle Ofanto valley and 
Tavoliere make up the nucleus of the territory of 
the flourishing Daunia civilisation . 
The Daunia together with Messapia and 
Peucezia represented , from the VII-VI centuries 
B.C., the traditional tripartition of the people in 
the Apulian territory. 
The typological-process reading of the phases 
of anthropisation of the territory, the aim of this 
study, proposes to recognise the features of the 
structuralization examined in the complex 
system of "organic relations" that are establi
shed progressively between routes , settle
ments, production areas , proto-urban and 
urban nuclei and that tends therefore to clarify 
the relationship between features of the site and 
territorial propensities. 
The analysis was carried out on a map, 
employed as a basis of the study, drawn up 
using a tracing of the maps l.G.M. at a scale of 
100.000 in the latest edition , hydrography 
being orography, the height above sea level and 
everything else considered of particular interest 
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investigated with a degree of close examination 
considering the features of the natural structu
ralization of the territory examined without a 
consistent superficial hydrography, and with a 
morphology of a vast plateau descending 
towards the Adriatic coast south of the Ofanto 
valley and from the plain of the Tavoliere to the 
north1. 
Cartography reworked in this way makes evi
dent the natural structuralisation employed as 
the matrix of the anthropisation process carried 
out in the territory, as well as using the scale 
50.000 and 25.000 for the search for orographic 
ridges on a large range and small size, with 
various hierarchies between them, site of pri
meval routes and the succession of penetra
tions carried out in the region . 
This study, particularly complex for the featu 
res of the territory in question, has produced 
interesting results inherent in the typologic
process search at the territorial level, first the 
consistency existing between pre-proto-histo
ric routes and the network of transhumant 
sheep tracks derived from geographic-structu
ral features. 
The largest orographic ridges clarify the sponta
neous feature of the primitive possibility of tra 
vel to happen in the region and are responsible 
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also for the ethnic distinction between the 
Apu lian peoples to the point where we can 
define them as follows: 
"Daunia ridge" which joins the hills of the 
Daunia from which branch a series of second
ary ridges which join the ridges between the 
Cervaro, Carapelle, Salsola e Celone rivers 
which gave rise during the long prehistoric 
phase to a structuralization different from the 
usual models associated with the plain ; 
Peuceto-messapic ridge , which on a regional 
scale originates from the Apennine ridge and 
fi nishes in Salento after having furrowed throu
gh the Alta Murgia associated with a main ridge 
re lated subordinately with the Ofanto valley, in 
the section between the mouth and the Lucana 
area of Vulture, of secondary, but not minor 
importance. 
The presence of these two types of routes pro
duces more evident implications to the system 
of territorial types that have occurred in the 
area that have alternatively prevailed, due to 
the fate of the peoples settled there, that on the 
smaller scale as well as that on a regional scale, 
in the critic-planned structures. The succession 
of secondary ridge routes, evident in the stretch 
between Murgia Alta and the sea, is related to a 
complex interweaving of routes deriving, as we 
wi ll see, from the system of counter ridges slo
ping towards the Adriatic shore, from the 
various hierarchies of routes of the Ofanto 
Valley, and from various routes, already reco
gnised by G. Lugli , less correlated 
to the large courses that cross the region , but 
just as permanent, originating from the coastal 
landings and oriented north-south along the 
routes of the coastal trade2. 
The synthesis that precedes, with significance 
for the aspects making up the morphology of 
the place being examined, already offers a 
synthetic idea of the territorial vocations that 
have produced the anthropic stucturalisation 
shown in the attached charts. 
The territorial analysis will also attempt to clarify 
the role played by Aufidus, considered since the 
proto-historic era to be a "natural obstacle" 
between various populated areas and civilized 
areas connected to it and as a connection struc
tu ring the anthropic relationships between cen
tres present in successive eras. 
Summarily deduced from the brief notes that 
precede the territorial features of the Daunia, 
we move on to a reading , following logical and 
chronological phases using a tried and tested 
method3, of the relations that have been esta
blished between the population and territory 
and between needs and resources. 
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Research contents 

The first chart, preceded by two charts of histo
rical comparison , demonstrates synthetically 
the preurban structuralization of the territory 
covered between Arpi and Castel del Monte and 
shows the hierarchy existing between the rou
tes that in this phase represent the first structu
re achieved by man in a meaning of greater 
adherence to the natural structural ization . 
We can follow the traces of the principal ridges, 
already anticipated, included between the flu
vial basin starting from: 
ridge of regional character, included between 
the sources of the streams Locone and 
Basentello near Spinazzola, originating from 
the Apennine ridge from which it branches out 
eastwards from Avigliano tracing almost exactly 
a antique sheep track. In the Lucan stretch form 
at the head of the secondary ridge routes , at the 
level of the springs, high promontory centres 
today known as Rionero in Vulture , 
Ripacandida, Acerenza, Genzano di Lucania, 
Banzi , Palazzo S. Gervasio and Venosa. At its 
entry into the Apulian region non finding a simi
lar oro-hydrographic structuralization, it conti
nues in a south-east direction along the highest 
altitudes of the Murge Altopiano until it reaches 
Altamura and then the salentina penisula. 
More directly correlated to the structuralization 
of the Tavoliere and less exceptional due to its 
limited linear development. 
the ridge that connects the peaks of the Daunia 
Mountains between the rivers Fortore-Biferno, 
Ofanto and Galore. 
The secondary ridge routes, site of the arrival 
routes of the promontories, variously branched 
out and from the first two have generated in 
their turn groups of settlements , significant 
those of the Neolithic era extending along the 
Tavoliere plain , at times the only ones on the 
promontory near marshy ground or a marana. 
Of significant importance already in this phase 
are the routes via sea, which do not however, 
represent real marine routes, but are instead 
characteristic of geographical areas, such as 
Apulia, that are mostly surrounded by the sea. 
The landscape conditioned by the nomadic 
Palaeolithic and sedentary agricultural Neolithic 
changed deeply the nature of the landscape 
and thus the situation of the anthropization of 
the territory. 
This important step towards a more developed 
civilised phase happened during the VI millen
nium B. C. at least two thousand years later 
compared to the Middle Eastern regions (Iran, 
Turkey, Syria and Palestine). The Tavoliere 
plain was among the first to welcome Neolithic 
groups that had arrived by sea and across the 
main ridges of the large fluvial basins. A migra
tion movement of large numbers that left the 



Syria-Anatolic and Palestinian coasts brought 
the Tavoliere zone more than a thousand 
Neolithic settlements discovered in 1948 by an 
English air force officer, J. Bradford, using 
aerial photographs. 
The geomorphologic conditions of the Tavoliere 
at the time of the Neolithic arrival were vastly 
different. The streams of today were rivers of 
larger capacity with a complex system of valley 
floors and relieves, which were chosen befo
rehand in building a village. The same coastline 
was more withdrawn and marshy and in the 
descriptions of the Roman era, still a vast 
lagoon that protruded from the Manfredonia gulf 
to the mouth of the Ofanto. Even the dense 
vegetation (various oak-woods and Mediter
ranean bush) contributed to the necessary drai
nage that reached a perfect equilibrium in the 
ecosystem. 
This is a summary of the conditions on which 
the first phase of the anthropic transformation 
process of the territory hinges, which as usual 
begins with an initial spontaneous phase of 
selection and specialisation in which man reco
gnises the vocation of the environment and the 
changes compatible with it in order to settle 
there. Recognisable modifications for example 
in the standardisation of the inhabited structu-
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res of the Tavoliere zone, located on waterproof 
carbonatici bank of crusta, slightly elevated 
compared to the surroundings subject to easy 
waterlogging , surrounded by a 'C' trench which 
had the aim of absorbing and draining the abun
dant surface water due to the notable rainfall 
into a water bearing stratum below and protec
ting the whole settlement and the production 
areas associated with it. In reality this behaviour 
is due to a condition less well known that invol
ved a necessary choice which Neolithic man of 
the Tavoliere was obliged to make accepting the 
geomorphologic conditions present which tran
slated critically in artificial structuralization imi
tating what was found in nature in situations at 
higher altitudes on the promontory. Typical, on 
the other hand, are the structuralization condi
tions of the promontory villages behind the 
Ofanto valley, in which the inhabited areas were 
located on the stratum of crusta chalk created in 
the Olocene and were often associated with 
zone rich in brown soils ideal for the develop
ment of agriculture. 
It is quite clear that the dialectic between the 
anthropic action of choice and the establish
ment of the settlement (permanent and semi
permanent) and the resulting environmental 
reaction, determines in our case a relationship 
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of deep transformation of nature. The Neolithic 
Tavoliere and the Ofanto valley had adapted to 
the morphologic and climatic conditions the 
"form" of the settlements, which likewise encou
raged the birth of the first signs of productive 
economy. The entrenched villages, situated on 
isolated hills or on a promontory in a band 
between 20 and 40 m above the present 
Ofanto river bed and behind a natural slope, 
arranged modularly in the territory at an equal 
distance ranging from 1000 -1200m because 
of the fact that the transformation of the territo
ry for anthropic masons necessitated the com
bining of each village, usually one family, a pro
duction area needed to satisfy the conditions of 
sustenance of the permanent nucleus. 
The necessity for the trade between the settle
ments generated the first form of specialised 
routes depending on the necessary relationship 
that was established. From the cartography 
available today we can see the presence of 
connections between farms and path with the 
so-called counter-ridge routes created between 
the individual villages belonging to the commu
nities settled which, in such a geographic sur
rounding, were distinguishable in two large cul 
tural entities in formation: the Apennine civilisa
tion displaced into the hinterland of the murgia-

no with largely pastoral activities, and the pre
Apennine civilisation which had mostly a fixed 
agricultural economy along the lowlands and 
the fluvial valleys with proto-villanovian cultural 
characteristics. The trade between groups cha
racterised by different economic activities , 
documented widely by archaeological discove
ries, favoured in fact the birth of primitive forms 
of trade. 
The structures of the entrenched villages ten
ded to disappear in the first half of the IV mil
lennium due to two factors possibly concomi
tant: an arid climate and the hardening of the 
land caused by the continual deforestation car
ried out in the preceding two thousand years . In 
the late Bronze Age (XII century B. C.) this cul
tural hiatus seems to have been interrupted; a 
consistent human presence reopens, in fact, in 
the Tavoliere area at the same time as the lar
gest lndo-European migration which began 
around 2000 B.C. from central Europe, which 
brought lllyrian people to settle in the region 
mixing with the Ausonian people already pres
ent (XIII-XII B.C.) . Such migration movements 
of pannonic-balkan populations are mentioned 
in mythical tales: Diomedes' coming to Apulia , 
veteran of the Trojan War, which also defines 
the transformation of the indigenous aspects of 
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the local culture after contact with the lllyrian 
people (lapigi). 
This period gave rise to the two settlements of 
Salapia and Cupola on the Adriatic coast that 
had close ties with Liburnican settlements (end 
of the Xth century B.C). 
A unitary culture sprung up in Apulia during the 
IXth and Vlllth centuries B. C. , and in the Vllth 
and Vlth centuries the Apulian civilisation flouri
shed and was divided into three cultures that 
had a notable affinity: the Messapi, Peuceti 
and Dauni. 
The traces present in the territory let us 
hypothesis about the origin or the confirmation 
of the north-south routes present in the stretch 
between the gulf of Manfredonia and the Bari 
coast, as a result of sporadic visiting, conditio
ned by the arrival via sea of small communities 
or family groups landing along the coast during 
the period when the Tavoliere was abandoned 
and the arrival of the lllyrians. The orientation of 
these routes was dictated in search of areas of 
land to settle on , but also because of the scar
city of oro-hydrography features. 
The progressive conquest of the valley floor, 
coinciding with the most evolved civil state, 
justified the birth of new settlements connec
ted with one another in a type of hierarchy 
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caused by the peculiar location in the territory 
(for example near the main fords and largest 
rivers) or in situations of travel This is the case 
of Canusium and Pisciolo di Melfi , which beca
me protourban nuclei specialised in market 
centres. Soon nearly all the hilly areas as well 
as the foothills of the Tavoliere and the Ofanto 
valley became totally occupied and the major 
territori al courses which used the continuous 
counter-ridge routes replaced the main ridges. 
The spinal cord of the counter-ridge system, 
also for the role played in the Apulian territory, 
the continuous counter-ridge of the middle 
coast, succedaneous and parallel to the main 
ridge and the Adriatic coast, in the stretch Arpi , 
Herdoniae, Canusium, Castel del Monte near 
Monte Sannace reaches the regional main 
ridge polarised on S. Maria di Leuca. 
The progressive take-over of the valley floor 
and the necessity to overcome the natural 
obstacles interposed between the various cultu
res favoured the formation of synthetic counter
ridge routes reaching the rivers. This is how 
Canusium due to the grouping connections dis
persed villages behind the Ofanto ford was 
born, Herdoniae on the Carapelle and Arpi on 
the Celone. The junction connected to the ford 
meant that a spontaneous hierarchy of the site 
of the crossing that became an urban centre 
favoured the creation of a market that linked the 
two civil areas that came into contact. 
For the particular role carried out in the territory 
and because of the exceptionality of the site on 
which Canusium is situated, city on the boun
dary of the area and on the Ofanto ford (river of 
particular geographic importance4), became for 
a long time one of the leading cities of the histo
rical-political events of the Daunia . 

The attraction of the valley floor and the birth of 
the Dauni, Peuceti and Messapi 

The occupation of the territory can be said to be 
almost complete at the end of the first territorial 
cycle. The principal courses were concentrated 
in the valley floor which became more producti
ve thanks to the use of new cultivation techni
ques and reclaiming of marshy lands. 
This process coinciding with the spontaneous 
cycle of territorial structuralisation, was comple
ted almost simultaneously in the entire Italian 
peninsular in the metal ages and caused in 
Apulia as elsewhere, the phenomenon of "eth
nogenesis" with the formation of the Dauni , 
Peuceti e Messapi 
As the inhabited areas started to organise 
themselves in a hierarchy, the idea of the villa
ge occupied by one or more communities was 
abandoned and we witness progressively a 
greater specialisation conditioned by the role 



and the relative position within the territory to 
wh ich it belonged. The centres which evolved in 
the historical era became urban centress,poles 
of the nascent Daunian koine and were situa
ted mostly alongside the river fords on the 
areas of level ground. 
The settlements of Canosa, Canne, S.M. dif 
Ripalta along the Ofanto valley, Trinitapoli , 
Salapia , Beccarini , Cupola , and Coppa 
Nevigata behind the lagoon, Ordona by the 
Carapelle ford , Castelluccio dei Sauri by the 
Cervaro ford , Lucera by the Salsola ford etc. 
were comprised of aggregations of several villa
ges established on the promontory or on sligh
tly higher ground and exercise a strategic con
trol along the important territorial routes 
whether they were access or commercial rou
tes. 
The organisation of the Dauni presents a socie
ty without the major social differences characte
ristic of the coeval Italic cultures until the end of 
the Vllth century when the birth of a group of 
leaders in charge of the community takes place, 
a fact which changed greatly during the fol
lowing century until a closed type of organisa
tion evolved, not open to the outside and wide
ned to several dominant groups reflected in the 
building products of the cities, above all becau
se of the diffusion of great aristocratic hypogea. 
The continuing supremacy of the large sea 
lanes, stretched between the extraterritorial 
poles in the guise of proper commercial routes 
caused between the Vth and the middle of the 
IV century B.C. the Daunia suffered a growing 
crisis caused by contact with Hellenic culture. 
The factors which contributed to the accelera
tion of the phenomenon seemed to be a direct 
result: 
1. From the hegemony exercised by the 
Etruscans in the Adriatic with the creation of the 
Spina colony, which increased commercial rela
tions with the Greek world , destroying the con
trol of the marine territory operated by the 
Liburni and causing the interruption of trade 
with the Daunians. 
2. From the Osco-Samnite expansion of the 
IVth century B.C. facilitated by the counter
ridge route network already used as major 
regional crossings substituting the main rid
ges. In particular: the penetration in an 
easterly direction along an axis Boiano -
Lucera - Arpi and the counter ridge, also out
side Apulia, already a sheep track, linking the 
centres of the middle coast encompassed 
between the rivers Pescara, Sangro, Trigno 
and Biferno which when it reaches the ford 
controlled by Tiati on the Fortore, it is polari
sed on Arpi , which became a junction for rou
tes heading south. Is appears extremely clear, 
in accord with the documentary sources, the 
inevitable, automatic 
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involvement of the centres of Lucera e Tiati 
that directly felt the trauma produced by the 
results of the Osco-samnite expansion while 
Arpi, concerned with blocking the expansion 
for the advantages derived from having control 
of the track sheep track network and the role 
that was always consolidated to became cen
tre leader of the Daunia area, maintained an 
apparent integrity and independence, allying 
itself with the more distant Rome. Even the 
Melfi area most exposed to this invasion lost 
the Daunia characteristics and during the IVth 
century B.C. was subjected to more Lucanian 
influence with the exception of Lavello and 
Banzi , which were more attached to the 
Daunia due to the geological homogeneous 
ambit that constituted the Ofanto valley. 
The end of the IVth century marked a limit to 
which the autochthonous characteristics of 
the Daunia civilisation were lost due to 
influence of the civilisation of Magna Grecia 
from the Taranto area accompanied by the 
military expansion of Rome that was able 
before the middle of the lllrd century B.C. to 
subjugate the entire region , thus marking, 
with the birth of the Latin colonies Lucera, 
Venosa and Brindisi , the decline of indigenous 
Apulian culture. 

The roman influence in Apulia 

With the Roman advance the structuralization 
picture of the " first installation" the start of 
"consolidation" of what exists. We witness histo
rically a back and forth play of alliances that 
involved most of the centres: Teanum Apulum 
and Canusium made a treaty with Rome, 
Lucera e Venusia became, as we already men
tioned, Latin colonies, while Arpi kept its hege
mony intact until the war with Hannibal and 
during the Second Punic War sided with the 
Romans against Pirrhus near Ascoli. 
The alliances with the "great Rome" and the 
colonial deductions contributed to the creation 
of a defensive bulwark against the advance of 
the Samnites and then Alexander the 
Molossian, who had already conquered Arpi 
and Salapia in 316 B.C. 
In spite of the Roman presence that contributed 
to the economic recovery of some of the major 
Daunian centres (Canosa, Salapia, Arpi) domi
nated by a family type of aristocracy, the orga
nisation of the individual settlements maintai
ned the characteristics of the archaic era with 
aggregations of groups of houses and tombs 
along spontaneous routes and/or planned 
around a specialised area. Only towards the 
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end of the IVth century B.C. do we see real for
tified urban centres of modest dimensions with 
houses made of dry stone and crude bricks. 
The conquest of the Apulia region seems to 
have been carried out with striking, relative sim
plicity. An area which founded its wealth on agri
cultural exploitation showed its "Achilles heel" in 
the contrasts that existed between the landed 
aristocracy and the rural population, and Rome 
managed to become a part and profit from a 
less evolved politico-administrative organisation 
and rise progressively to the centre of extra-ter
ritorial aggregation. 
Roman penetration utilised an already consoli
dated road network: 
The Ofanto valley floor Banzi - Forentum -
Canusium - Cannae - Bardulos became the 
principle way of transversal crossing the 
Apulian and Lucano territories connected, 
through the saddle of Conza between the 
Ofanto and the Sele, to Campania and on to the 
coastal centres of Roman-Etruscan culture. 
the coast road originating from Teanum Apulum, 
centre of the hinterland on the slopes of Gar
gano that continued on connecting the impor
tant centres of Arpi, Cupola, Salapia until it pas
sed the Aufidus in correspondence with the ford 
near Cannae. Having crossed Bardulos mariti-

me port of Canusium, it then headed towards 
Turenum , Bari , Egnazia and Brundisium. 

The continuous counter ridge as originating 
already mentioned from the Oscan-Samnite 
area, responsible transhumance that the that 
from the city of lsernia continued in the direction 
of Boiano and on to Lucera and Arpi. 
The presence of this system of access routes in 
the Apulian region justified , as we mentioned, 
the attention of Rome to transform some indi
genous cities into colonies: Luceria e Venusia 
guaranteed for themselves the control of the 
accesses, one could say most vulnerable of the 
Apulian area because they were not obstructed 
by oro-hydrographical barriers6, while the inter
est in Brindisium derived from different reasons 
correlated directly to Roman expansion policy, 
since the city was the real bridgehead in con
tacts with the East. 
In the lllrd century B.C. the access routes into 
the Daunia area were still linked to the protohi
storic road system based on orographic ridges 
and on the forming valley floors , explaining in 
some way the behaviour of some cities that 
after the battle of Cannae in 216 B.C. formed 
alliances with the Carthaginians defecting from 
Rome: the secondary ridge routes? between the 
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Celone and the Cerbaro, in part reused by the 
Traiana, facilitated the aggression of the Aecae 
and Arpi which , connected by the same road 
system that side-stepped the rivers and facilita
ted movement, tended to be linked by a recip
rocal relationship. In the same way, Herdoniae 
and Salapia with a stretch of route on the valley 
floor that became reconfirmed by the 
Herdonitana road to Trivicum and Eclanum. 
In other words, Rome, taking advantage of the 
network already present created by the Apulian 
civilisation managed to occupy the defecting 
cities and constructed its own system of allian
ces in Apulia in spite of the successive revolt 
started by some of the largest cities that later 
transformed the Apulians from allies into citi
zens of Rome. 
The road system recovered by the Romans was 
therefore strengthened with the reorganisation 
of the valley floor routes that became, being 
excellent expressions of the valley floor civilisa
tion , the new preferred routes for movement 
outside the territory. Being situated on the plain , 
they avoided excessive ups and downs charac
teristic of the counter ridge of high ground, and 
facilitated the crossing of the territory to come to 
terms with the increased artificiality (e.g ., the 
presence of bridges for crossing the rivers) to 
maintain perfect efficiency. 
Also recovered were several secondary valley 
floor routes that connect the main centres of 
Daunia: Arpi - Salapia; Canusium - Cannae -
Bardulos; Canusium - Forentum - Venusia etc. 
The continuous counter ridge route formed 
spontaneously to connect the existing tracks 
(the ancient Minucia oraziana ) reused in 109 
B.C. by Traiano and allowed the more con
venient traversal of the Apulian region covering 
a distance of 200 miles. Originating from 
Beneventum , it goes through Herdoniae, 
Canusium, Rubi and towards Brundisium after 
having passed Egnazia. 
Gradually even higher altitude local counter rid
ges were recovered and settlements on high 
promontories were reached. In addition, reinfor
ced as an important route, on the antique sheep 
track, was the Appian way that, running along 
the Ager ascolano, passing Melfi and Venusia, 
heads towards Tarentum. 
The routes tend to assume an importance no 
longer dictated only by the relationships of need 
between the individual centres or the neighbou
ring regions, but rather, needing to answer other 
needs, of what we might define as "cosmopoli
tan", they became real "motorways" of interre
gional or peninsular character and made up a 
complex system in the Roman plan, a real 
means of transmitting innovative cultural cha
racters and new ideas. 
The Romanization process in fact moved the 
region towards a new and updated panorama of 
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events often in contradiction with the autochtho
nous characteristics of the indigenous tradi
tions. The local reality entered into a new politi
cal dimension that was more articulated and 
complex compared to that which preceded it. 
Being subjected to an organisation of a different 
civil level meant the necessity of adapting itself 
and exchanging its own characteristics fo r 
those introduced. As far as the politico-admini
strative aspect was concerned , mechanisms 
were introduced that gradually reduced the mul
titudes of towns (oppida) and small centres of 
pagan character present in the territory and the 
tendency to accelerate the urbanization (very 
sensitive in the late Republican era) of the lar
ger cities that surrounded themselves within 
defensive walls. De-regionalisation implied the 
acceptance of belonging to the <koine italica> 
and so the adhesion to an extra-territorial cultu
re which gradually permeated its characteri 
stics with those of the dominant Roman "Urbs." 
This aspect also explains the changing hierar
chy that affected the centres of Canosa and 
Arpi. Up until the birth of the Daunia koine the 
Aufidus represented a boundary of an area cha
racterised by the so-called "relatively insur
mountable limits" consisting of the hills of the 
Daunia in the west separating the Samnite 
area, the Fortore to the north and the Candelaro 
and the lagoon the east, the city of Arpi , at the 
junction of important territorial routes at the 
Celone ford in an almost central position, was 
the real centre of reference for the indigenous 
centres. 
With the progressive growth of Canosa at the 
Pozzillo ford (this route junction fundamental for 
the territorial movements even on a large 
scale), helped by the Roman policy of unifica
tion of the whole captured territory, the role of 
the Aufidus was changed, as was that of the 
growing Canosa metropolis, the axis of the civil
organisation-system, this time on a regional 
scale. Arpi therefore lost its role, dividing and 
transferring its potential to nearby Ordon and 
perhaps also Aecae. 
The Roman state reorganised in this region , 
too, the territorial arrangement and carried out 
general expropriations of vast areas, transfor
med in ager publicus, diffusing in the countrysi
de the characteristic subdivisions into centurian 
limites. The farmland of the principal cities 
changed substantially due to the massive diffu
sion of vineyards and olives and cereal produc
tion and the appearance of rustic villas ( espe
cially Salapia and Canosa) which became the 
territory-organisation centre of the activities in 
the fundus. Simultaneously the role of breeding 
in the local economy became more important, 
as the phenomenon transformed into transhu
mance governed little by little by a set of laws in 



this regard that will come together, after many 
centuries, as the organisation of the Regia 
Dogana delle Pecore. 
The strategic importance of the Apulian roadsy
stem in relations with the East obligated Rome 
nevertheless to change its relationship tothe 
local populations to the point where during the 
social wars the indigenous populations acqui
red Roman citizenship. Thus we have the frag
mentation of the district assigned to different tri
bes not only on the basis of pre-existing rela
tions, but, even more important, according to 
well distinguished homogenous territorial areas: 
Lucera to the Claudia tribe, Venosa to the 
Horatia, to the Cornelia were given the munici
pes of Teanum Apulum, to the Papiria those of 
Aecae, Ordona and Ascoli , to the Galeria those 
of Bovina and finally to the Oufentina the cano
sini. 
With the late Republican period and the consti 
tution of the municipia, the Daunia communities 
became obviously restructured to adapt them
selves to the models imported by Rome, and 
assumed a monumental and architectural defi
nition of the cities. 
Canosa, in the first centuries of the Empire, was 
subjected to great building modification , took on 
the role of territorial aggregation centre under 
Roman protection of which the majority of the 
Daunia and Peuceti towns were part, which in 
the Augustan period and with the organisation 
of regiones joined together with the rest of the 
Apulian territory in the regio 11 Apulia et 
Calabria, shedding, little by little, the ethnic dis 
tinctions of the past centuries. Becoming a 
metropolis and political reference of regional 
character with gentes of senatorial rank, it inter
preted in a more direct manner the widespread 
phenomenon of large estates while the transhu 
mant stock raising system was organised to be 
more contemporary and orderly using the 
Appennine calles reaching the Pozzillo ford and 
spreading to the Murge plateau, favouring a 
similar expansion in the role of market centre 
that traded wool in the entire penlnsular. 
The inevitable preference for the Trajan road, 
not only for local movement but also that of an 
interregional nature, which was made part of 
the system of relations with Greece and the 
eastern Mediterranean, favoured the growth 
and restructuring of the territorial junctions 
present in the region along its length. 
After Trajan , in the Antonine era, the valley floor 
route parallel to the Carapelle, the so-called Via 
Herdonitana, called also Aurelia-Aeclanensis, 
was reused, which from the centre of Herdoniae 
the Appia was reached near the settlement of 
Aeclanum that can be classified as a branch of 
the Appia that is connected to the Trajan road 
near Herdoniae. For this reason the Trajan 
road, restored under the Severan emperors and 
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maintained in constant efficiency also by 
Diocletian and Costantine, was the route that 
managed to involve along its route in Daunia 
and Peucetia the greatest territorial ambit. For 
its central position it has remained in the 
network of routes of the modern era, so much 
so that it was reused for the route of State 
Highway 98 that attracts, even today, the grea
test amount of traffic between Canosa and Bari. 

The deflation of the late antique and middle 
medieval ages, and the recovery in the premo
dern phase, of the existing structures 

To sum up the historical-political events of the 
cycle of consolidation of the establishment we 
have seen that gradually the ancient Daunia 
centres of politico-organisational structure (Arpi 
and Salapia) disappeared, after which in the 
Roman era that rediscovered the system of rou
tes already present and reused them in the 
interest of Roman political expansion. The typi
cal aspects of Romanisation and therefore the 
system of routes remained more or less 
unchanged up until the Middle Ages, when the 
region underwent a long and complex series of 
events that changed the conditions of the popu-

ORDONA. TRANSFORMATION OF THE FORUM 
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lation. We have a progressive return to the pro 
montory hillside structures with the partial aban 
donment of the valley floor structures. The terri
torial poles of the provincia Apulia et Calabria 
remained intact in the following centuries, coin
ciding with the diffusion of Christianity, while we 
see the progressive differentiation of the urban 
nucleus and the countryside in curialitas and 
urban civilitas and the agricultural rusticitas. 
The Trajan road , remembered in some itinera
ries together with the coast road that from the 
Sannio reached the Daunia territorys, remained 
the most important course while the fragmenta
tion of the routes of secondary importance brou
ght about the slow recovery and renewal of the 
links between centres that cut across the terri
tory. 
The dispersion of the curia towards the country
side caused the progressive decline of the anti
que urban centres and the development of an· 
economy strongly conditioned by the role of 
rural farms, as a direct result of the start of the 
formation of the radial network that branched 
out from the centres towards the countryside. 
The diffusion of fundi around the cities, com
manded by small owners in turn employed by 
richer possessores, did not change the massive 
expanses of imperial senatorial property that 

CANUSIUM BECAME COLON/A AURELIA AUGUSTA PIA. 

TRASFORMATION OFTHE RESIDENTIAL AREA IN FORUM 



were later on transformed into ecclesiastical 
property under the name of saltus and massae. 
On the other hand, the curie became little by litt 
le the new late-Medieval administrative poles 
with a series of privileges, for example tax 
exemption (munera curiali) , and they acquired a 
judicial power equal to that of state magistrates 
which they gradually replaced. 
Apulia was still for Rome the natural bridge 
region between Italy and the East, and even 
with the changed political and economic outlook 
the Apulian road axes remained important. 
The city of Canosa, real junction of routes 
obliged to converge at the Roman bridge over 
the Ofanto, became a major political-religious 
centre of Apulia et Calabria, and in the Vth cen
tu ry was no longer governed by a corrector, but 
rather by a resident consularis. 
The efficient route order and the commercial 
and agricultural recovery had positive effects on 
the cities of the region. The munificence of the 
rich possessores, the governors of the province 
and the bishops manifested itself in public 
works and the investment of new buildings, 
often ecclesiastic. The most important civitas of 
late antique Daunia continued to be Canosa, 
which was the centre of several bishops who 
were part of political-religious international 
events. 
But the initial splendour of the valley floor cen
tre, structured on a series of natural valleys and 
low promontories derived from spontaneous 
routes created in the pre-protohistoric era and 
axes planned in the Roman era, tended to wane 
also due to the abandonment of all the artificial 
structures that required constant maintenance 
(for example, construction of terraces wide- · 
spread in the cities and seen during archaeolo
gical excavations), depopulating more and 
more giving the city, in the Longobard era, the 
role of a satellite centre with a chamberlain that 
no longer had territorial-provincial power. 
The crisis of the Roman Empire caused a pro
gressive abandonment of the valley structures 
with the exception of those already in use and 
typical of the promontory structure. The plains, 
especially in the Tavoliere area, and not gua
ranteed a constant maintenance, suffered an 
inevitable decline and turned into marshland in 
the long period between the Vlth and Xth cen
turies. Resulting effects included the disappea
rance of the valley floor centres of Herdonia and 
Teanum Apulum and the abandonment of 
Aecae. The economic conditions of Apulia et 
Calabria in the centuries to follow were condi
tioned by the continuous invasions and deva
station and in particular the conflict between the 
Byzantine and Goths up to the Saracen inva
sion. 
The political-administrative organisation of the 
Apulian territories changed with the Longobard 
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invasion: the great Roman owners, replaced by 
them , saw the transformation of the Roman fun
dus into the Longobard curtis that determined 
an increase in landed property and therefore an 
increase in agricultural production . A new 
appearance of the Apulian agrarian lanscape 
thus emerged that remained unchanged for a 
long time to come, with the strengthening of the 
radial routes that superimposed the perticae 
often present , even if not very widespread , 
around the cities . 
The Norman and Swabian dominance brought 
new equilibrium to the destiny of the subdued 
region after the destruction caused by the 
Saracens and the presence of the Byzantines, 
insuring control of the inhabited areas and 
giving rise to the phenomenon of battlements 
with the effect of the centring of the population 
that abandoned the inhabited rurale areas (cho
rion) in favour of the formation of fortified urban 
centres stimulating migratory movements and 
the residential commuting of the countryside 
towards the city. 
Progressively what we call the "recovery" of the 
system occurred. New centres were construc
ted that became the reference poles of the geo
graphic and economic organisation of the terri
tory: to the north of the Tavoliere area and in the 
Ofanto valley and Bari , Foggia and Cerignola9 
were born; in the zone between the Ofanto val
ley the important centres of Andria, Corato, 
Bitonto, Terlizzi , etc. situated almost on the 
same contour lines between the hillside and the 
sea, on the coast, along the Adriatic coastline 
corresponding to the ancient sea ports junc
tions, grew the urban centres of Bisceglie, 
Molfetta, Giovinazzo, Bari etc. Bari managed to 
take over from Canosa the role of regional capi 
tal at the time when the direction of the political
religious and economic-commercial relations 
moved along the coast attracted by the East, 
making itself the centre of the territory on a 
regional and extra-regional scale. 
The situation of the area in the XI I Ith to the 
XIVth century seems to have been similar to 
today's structure. The landscape was by now 
deeply humanised: large cultivated areas with 
sparse habitation and huge concentrations 
within the walled centres. 
The XVth century marked an important stage 
for Apulia in the organisation of transhumance: 
Alfonso d'Aragona founded in 1477 the "Apulian 
sheep customs" and governed the system of 
transhumance with the institution of Locazioni, 
Terre salde, Poste, Terre di portata, riposi gene
rali or riposi autunnal i, tratturi , tratturelli and 
bracci. Obviously a millenarian phenomenon , 
the traces of the sheep tracks variously hierar
chized , were forced to follow the ancient routes. 
The decl ine of the organisation of the Apulian 
sheep customs happened with the start of the 
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industrial era and the gradual abandonment of 
the pastoral economy beginning with the XIXth 
century. 
A long time lapsed between the XVth century 
and the start of the transformations of the 
modern era and seemed not to have transfor 
med the route system except in the case of the 
rai lway routes of the valley floor. 

Transformations in the modern phase 

The last illustration, representative of the so
called "restructuralisation" cycle, shows the ter
ritorial structure nearest to our civil level. The 
valley floor structures were reorganised with 
vast drainage works especially in the Tavoliere 
partially abandoned in the recovery cycle ; new 
centres were born along the Adriatic coast 
favoured also by the historical coast road more 
in the tract between Manfredonia, Zapponeta 
and Margherita di Savoia (near the ancient 
lagoon of Salpi) ; The drainage created in the 
Tavoliere and the Riforma Fondiaria favoured 
the birth of rural villages particularly urbanized 
in the last century such as Carapelle, Orta 
Nova, Stonara, and Stornarella. 
The A 14 motorway tract situated in the valley 

MAP OF COMPARISON . NEOLITHIC VI LLAGES, BRON
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floor in the middle part of the Tavoliere between 
Foggia and Cerignola, reaching Canosa, will be 
traced in the premurgia coastline between the 
centres on the coast and those immediately in 
the hinterland avoiding advantages deriving 
from the centres situated on the high Murgia. 
The wrong positioning makes it a dead branch 
in the large national practicability and therefore 
relegated by State Highway 98 which , as we 
said , uses the ancient Trajan road in the tract 
Cerignola-Bari. On the contrary we can demon
strate that the exceptionality of the latter, even 
in its extension into the Foggia region , consists 
in becoming a real "equipped axis" in which are 
concentrated the localisation of the industrial
artisan areas of the surrounding centres . 
The centres on the Adriatic coast reap many 
advantages from the sea (not only from the pri
mary activity of fish ing, but also because of the 
commercial system of import-export, etc.), but 
along with this go secondary activities , accor
ding to laws easily recognisable for the present 
reciprocal features , granting each one a diffe
rent specialisation conferred with those neigh
bouring activities , with Bari and Manfredonia as 
opposite poles , the former with an industrial 
vocation resulting from· the association of small 
and medium industries, the latter with only on 

MAP OF COMPARISON. SUPERIMPOSITION OF THE 
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large industrial establishment, by now in decline 
and subject to reorganisation. 
Finally, the recent construction of the State 
Highway 16 bis rapid road parallel to the coast 
road conn~cting the centres situated along the 
coast, confirms the use of the structures in our 
time which, as in Roman times, prefers the use 
of the valley floor. 

Matteo leva 

Notes: 
1. The geomorphologic structure of the region and the scar
~ity of wc:i.ter explain th.e modest development of the Apulian 
rivers , with the exception of the Tavoliere . 
In other areas the water is concentrated in the so-called 
"lame" of various deep ["aquifers"] that discharge in the 
Adriatic sea. 
2.This aspect of Apulia of being a Peninsula within a penin
sula allowed th~ p~netration by land and by sea. 
3. See. G. Canigg1a and P.Maffei. Composizione architetto
nica e tipologia edilizia 1. Lettura dell 'edilizia di base 
Venezia, 1979 ' 
4 . This is the longest river in the area between the river Po 
and Santa Maria di Leuca. 
5. Actually settlements called "vicarico" were intended to be 
asyl~m site? for the small villages scattered in the territory. 
Th1.s 1~ confirmed b)'. the lo~g defensive walls and the prsen
ce inside. of. productive agricultural fields ( Arpi 13 k, Salapia 
17 km , T1at1 11 km). 
6. I~ particular Venusium is a hinge of the following routes: 
a. 1n the area of Lucania, in the direction Melfi and 
Metaponto; b. Daunia with the ford on the Ofanto river in 
the di.rection o! Hlerdoni~e ; c: Peucetia with the crossing of 
the High Murgia, 1n the d1rect1on Rudos and Butintus. 
7. Actually these routes coming from the main ridge have a 
nodal character due to the specialization of the head in pre
sence of a ford . 
8. Entering the region it met Teanum Apulum , then crossing 
the Gargano's promontory reached Siponto and further 
south Salinis, Baudulos and Turenum. 
9. Foggia grew at the expense of Arpi , while Cerignola is 
probably the Lacedaniula mentioned by Teodorus. 
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PRE- ROMAN CYCLE OF INSTALLATION (SPONTANEOUS MOUNTAIN PHASE). SYNOPTICAL MAP 

1st phase. Appennine ridge distributing routes in the form of gra
pes and fishbones. Formation of first settlements: ridge, hill and 
valley type 

3rd phase. Routes of rontinuous low rounterridge. Formation of 
settlements of mid-level and first nodes of exchange (markets) : 
Canusium, Canne, Arpi , Herdoniae, Salapia. 
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2nd phase. Routes of local rounterridge. First elementary urban 
[change "nucleous" to "nucleus"]. 

4th phase. The routes of counterridge reach the Adriatic 
coast. Consolidation of Canusium. 



ROMAN CYCLE OF CONSOLIDATION (SPONTANEUS PLANNED PLAIN PHASE). SYNOPTICAL MAP 

1st phase. Routes at the bottom of large valleys. Direction of the 
Ofanto that crosses the Appennines. Consolidation of the route 
along the sea. 
Formation of settlements on the piedmont and plains 

3rd phase. Routes of counterridge. Consolidation of the connec
tions between the centre of the Peninsula and the South. 
Establishment of the colonies of Venusia, Lucera, Arpi and 
Salapia 
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2nd phase. Secondary paths at the bottom of valleys. 
Connection with settlements located at the foot of the 
promontories 

4th phase. Consolidtion of the Trajan road that crosses 
the entire region . Canusium becomes the prominent cen
ter of the region 



POST ROMAN CYCLE. REUSE OF THE PLANNED STRUCTURES 

MODERN CYCLE. REUSE OF THE STRUCTURES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE VALLEY 
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